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Optimizing Information Sharing
How Military Organizations Can Share Information Securely and Effectively 
By Using a Classification Management Solution

Overview
Sharing of information is critical to national and international security.  

To enable effective and secure information sharing, military and peacekeeping 

operations have historically relied on classification markings. These markings 

make it possible to quickly identify information sensitivity and determine proper 

handling. However, without a tool to enforce classification and automate the 

application of markings, users apply markings inconsistently and incorrectly. 

This hinders information sharing and increases the risk of data spillage and 

inadvertent disclosure. 

Fortunately, enterprise classification management solutions enable users 

to apply uniform, consistent, and comprehensive markings to emails and 

documents – with little or no knowledge of regulatory marking standards. 

Properly marked information reduces spillage of classified and sensitive 

information and promotes cross-domain sharing, which ultimately improves 

national and international security. 

This white paper will examine the challenges of sharing information in today’s 

military and peacekeeping environments and will introduce the many 

advantages of implementing an enterprise classification management solution.

The Information Sharing Challenge
Today’s military and peacekeeping missions are highly interdependent. 

Multinational forces work side by side, and conventional forces work closely 

with national agencies, local governments, non-governmental agencies 

(NGOs), and others. To function as an integrated team, these groups must be 

able to share information securely, quickly, and effectively, while ensuring that 

military secrets are not exposed inadvertently or through malicious actors.  

Data classification is a widely used method for identifying and controlling 

access to information. Properly classified and marked data can be shared  

with authorized recipients and protected from inadvertent disclosure. This 

helps to ensure superior situational awareness and decision-making by 

military and peacekeeping forces. 
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Properly marked 
information leads to 
superior situational 

awareness and better 
decision making in military 

and peace-keeping 
operations.
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Typically, the content author applies the classifications. 

Unfortunately, users often apply classification markings that 

are inconsistent, inaccurate, and not compliant with approved 

classification schemas. This occurs for several reasons:

• Users may have little or no regulatory knowledge of 

marking standards. Military marking schemes, such as the 

U.S. CAPCO military scheme, can be quite complex. Users 

simply cannot be relied upon to remember all the various 

labels and valid combinations. The burden is even higher 

when the user must apply labels for multiple classification 

schemes, such as NATO and CAPCO markings within one 

document.  

• Users forget to add classification markings. Users will 

not consistently mark their information unless they are 

reminded to classify before sending, saving, or printing 

email and documents.  

• Labels can change frequently. Some organizations 

have hundreds of possible classification labels. When 

classification policies change, even organizations with  

a limited set of labels find it difficult to get users to switch 

to the new labels.

When users apply labels incorrectly, data spillage and 

inadvertent disclosure is more likely to occur. In addition, 

legitimate information sharing is hindered due to cross-

domain guards and rule sets rejecting the improperly 

formatted information.

The Solution: Enterprise 
Classification Management
An enterprise classification management solution provides 

users with the tools to apply consistent, accurate, and 

comprehensive markings to documents and email. Users 

do not need to be experts on classification policy, nor do 

they need to understand how classification markings and 

metadata should be formatted.

A classification management solution offers the following 

unique benefits for military organizations: 

• Enforces data classification: All documents and emails 

are marked and labeled at the point of creation, before 

the information can be sent, saved, or printed. 

• Mitigates user error: With guided classification, users can 

easily select the correct label combinations and apply the 

correct markings. 

• Ensures consistent, military-compliant visual markings: 

Headers, footers, watermarks, and declassification 

instructions are automatically applied. 

• Simplifies portion marking: With a portion marking tool, 

users can apply correctly formatted portion markings, 

and the overall classification is automatically upgraded  

if necessary.

• Generates metadata for improved information sharing: 

Classification metadata is correctly formatted to allow 

passage through cross-domain guards. 

• Enforces policy to prevent inadvertent disclosure: Policy 

rules can be applied based on the selected classification, 

such as checking recipient clearance before an email  

is sent. 

• Easily handles classification schema updates: Administrators 

can update the configuration at any time, and push the 

changes out instantly to users

Classification management 
solutions enable users to apply  
the correct markings with little 
or no knowledge of regulatory 

marking standards.
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What To Look For in A Classification 
Management Solution
When seeking a vendor to provide a classification 

management solution, be sure to examine the following 

critical requirements: 

• Forced classification of email and documents: Look for a 

solution that can enforce the marking of both documents 

and emails. In addition, administrators should be able to 

control whether users are forced to select a classification 

or are provided with defaults. 

• Guided classification: The ideal solution will guide users 

through the classification process, helping them to 

select the correct label combinations and simplifying the 

classification options. Customizable online help and help 

tooltips should also be provided. 

• Customizable configuration: Look for a solution that 

can accommodate more than just basic classification 

levels. The solution should be able to handle caveats, 

declassification dates, releasability markings, 

classification source, and other markings. 

• Flexible email and document visual markings: Ensure 

that the solution can support customizable headers and 

footers, watermarks, email subject line markings, email 

message body labeling, dynamic disclaimers, and portion 

markings. The formatting for these visual markings should 

be controlled by an administrator, and not easily changed 

by end users. 

• Email and document integration: Make sure that the 

solution can check the classification of documents and 

embedded messages that are attached to email. This 

prevents documents from slipping out in email of a lower 

classification. 

• Customizable metadata: Look for a solution that 

automatically generates metadata in standard locations, 

such as the Microsoft Office custom properties, MAPI 

properties, and SMTP X-headers. This metadata can be 

read by other infrastructure solutions to prevent spillage 

and ensure proper retention. 

• Multi-byte label support: A complete solution will provide 

support for multi-byte character sets, such as Japanese 

and Korean.

• Label mapping: Look for a solution that maps 

classification labels across different languages and 

marking standards, facilitating interdepartmental and 

multilingual collaboration. 

• Dynamic labels: Make sure that the solution can 

dynamically display classification labels based on user 

attributes, such as clearance levels stored in Microsoft 

Active Directory. 

• Mobile user support: A complete solution will offer support 

for mobile email options, including Microsoft Outlook Web 

App®, iOS, Android, and UEM solutions such as Blackberry® 

Work or VMWare Boxer. 

• Content scanning: Ensure that the solution can scan 

emails and attached documents for sensitive content 

after the user clicks send, and provides policy warnings 

so users can remediate problems before the email 

leaves the desktop. Remediation options should include 

automatic redaction of sensitive content within the email. 

• Policy verification: The ideal solution will enforce policy 

based on the user’s selected classification and will 

give the user immediate policy feedback through 

customizable pop-up warnings. For example, recipient 

clearance can be checked before an email is sent; users 

can be prevented from downgrading documents or 

email; and documents can be checked for hidden and 

sensitive information before saving. 

Seek a complete solution that 
guarantees user adoption, deploys 

easily, and is supported by a 
dedicated COTS vendor.
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• Portion marking: Look for a solution that provides an easy-

to-use portion marking tool, and automatically upgrades 

the overall classification to match the highest portion 

marking. 

• Security enablement: A complete solution will offer the 

ability to trigger additional levels of protection based 

on classification, such as the automatic application of 

Microsoft AD Rights Management Services® (RMS) or S/

MIME protection for email. 

• Detection of tampering: Ensure that the solution can 

detect whether labels have been changed or tampered 

with outside of the classification management system.

• Administration capabilities: The ideal solution will include 

an administration tool that supports standardization 

across the organization, while also enabling local 

administrators to fine-tune the configuration. 

• Logging and reporting: Look for a solution that records 

classification actions as well as user responses to policy 

violations. These logs can be used to generate reports 

that provide insight into policy compliance and potential 

information leakage. 

• Commercial off-the-shelf (COTS): Seek a vendor who 

provides COTS solutions so that you can benefit from 

regular product updates and enhancements, a dedicated 

product development team, and professional customer 

support. Also look for a COTS vendor who is agile enough 

to meet your custom requirements. 

• Complete platform support: The ideal vendor is committed 

to staying up-to-date with the latest technologies, and 

also supports older platforms. In addition, the vendor 

should have strong relationships with industry partners  

to provide the resources and knowledge required to solve 

any issues that arise. 

• Proven deployments: Look for a vendor who has 

referenceable military customers and can show evidence 

of rapid deployment and user adoption with a low per-

user cost.
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